Abstract. Photometric and spectroscopic observations of Centaur Chiron have been obtained at the ESO/Very Large Telescope (VLT), both in optical and near-infrared spectral ranges, on 12-14 June 2001. Photometric optical data reveal that Chiron had reached a high activity level at that time. No absorption feature could be seen on the spectra; especially, no water ice could be detected.
Introduction
Centaur (2060) Chiron was discovered in 1977 (Kowal et al. 1977) , and it was first classified as an asteroid. About ten years later, Tholen et al. (1988) found non-asteroidal brightness variations, and suggested that some kind of cometary activity may occur on Chiron. Other authors confirmed these changes in brightness (see e.g. Hartmann et al. 1990 ). In 1989, Meech & Belton published the first direct detection of Chiron's coma. Other direct observations of the coma, as well as the detection of CN and CO emissions (Bus et al. 1991; Womack & Stern 1995) , confirmed the existence of cometary activity on Chiron. Thus Comet Chiron is also named 95/P Chiron.
Due to its brightness (m R 16 beyond 10 AU), Chiron is an ideal case to study distant small bodies. Chiron belongs to the Centaur population, which is probably a transiting population between the Kuiper Belt and the short-period comets (Levison & Duncan 1997) . Thus Chiron has been extensively studied since the end of the 1980s (see Barucci et al. 2002 , for a complete review).
It is clearly established that Chiron's surface has neutral colors (see e.g. Hartmann et al. 1990) . Three determinations of the albedo gave the following results: p 0.12 (Groussin et al. 2002) , 0.17 (Fernández et al. 2002) , and 0.14 (Campins et al. 1994) . These values are consistent but may be affected by some dust scattering from the coma. The rotational period of Send offprint requests to: J. Romon-Martin, e-mail: jennifer.romon@obspm.fr Based on observations made with ESO Telescopes at the Paranal Observatory (under programme ID 67.C-0171).
Chiron has been determined by several authors, who obtained values close to 6 hrs. The variation in the amplitude of the lightcurve, ranging from 0.04 to 0.09 magnitude, is related to the cometary activity level (see e.g. Lazzaro et al. 1997) . In the following, we will use the rotational period determined by Marcialis & Buratti (1993) : P = 5.917813 ± 0.000007 hrs.
The near-infrared (NIR) spectra of Chiron that have been published until 1998 did not show any features. However, more recent near-infrared spectra (Foster et al. 1999 , Luu et al. 2000 show a 2-µm absorption band, indicating the presence of water ice on Chiron's surface.
In this paper, we present new photometric and spectroscopic data about Chiron, obtained with the 8-m Very Large Telescope (VLT). These observations are part of an observing programme focused on the study of variations of bright Centaur spectra over a rotational period. Our goal was also to confirm the detection of water ice on Chiron's surface.
Observations and data reduction
The observations were performed at the Very Large Telescope (European Southern Observatory, Chile) on 12-14 June 2001. At that time, 2060 Chiron was at a heliocentric distance of 10.76 AU, a geocentric distance of 9.75 AU, and a phase angle of 0.7
• .
We obtained optical data using the FORS2 spectro-imager (on the 3rd Unit 8-m Telescope -UT3), and NIR data using the ISAAC spectro-imager (on UT1). Table 1 gives the journal of the observations. The zero point of the rotational phase is the same as used by Marcialis & Buratti (1993) .
To perform the photometric measurements, FORS2 was set in its direct imaging mode, with a pixel scale of 0.2 and a field of view of 6.8 × 6.8 . We used B, V, R, and I filters, respectively centred at 429, 554, 655, and 768 nm. For each filter, the exposure time is 2 s. FORS contains a rotating half-segment exposure shutter which guarantees uniform illumination of the CCD to the 1% level or better for exposure times as short as 1 second. Three V − B − V − R − V − I − V sequences were performed. For the JHKs imaging, ISAAC was set in its short wavelength (SW) mode, which is equipped with a 1024 × 1024 Hg:Cd:Te array (field of view of 2.5 × 2.5 ). We used the J, H, and Ks filters (centred at 1.25, 1.65, and 2.16 µm, respectively). The exposure time is 6 min per filter (six frames of 1 min each).
We have also obtained two optical spectra, using FORS2 with Grism 150I, and three NIR spectra, using ISAAC in its low resolution mode, with J, SH, and SK filters. The optical spectra cover approximately the range 400−900 nm. The NIR spectra cover the ranges 1.1−1.4 µm (J), 1.45−1.8 µm (SH), and 1.9−2.5 µm (SK). Each band was obtained separately. The exposure times were 5 min in the optical range, 8 min in J band, 12 min in SH band, and 28 min in SK band. The slit was 1 wide in both cases, providing a spectral resolution of about 200 in the optical range, and 500 in the NIR range. The slit is oriented along the object's motion in order to correct for any bad tracking.
Both imaging and spectroscopic frames have been corrected for bias and flat-field. Photometric measurements have been made using the MIDAS and ECLIPSE softwares. Photometric calibration of the optical data has been performed using 26 standard stars from the Landolt catalog (Landolt 1992) , observed at different airmasses. Extinction coefficients, color terms and zero-points have been computed for each filter using the PHOTCAL package provided in the IRAF software. To perform the photometric calibration of the IR data, we have observed five stars from the HST/Nicmos list of faint IR standard stars.
After bias and flat-field correction, spectra were extracted from the frame using the TWODSPEC/APEXTRACT package provided in the IRAF software. The ECLIPSE software has been also used for IR spectroscopic data reduction, in addition to IRAF. The observation technique used for IR spectroscopy combines nodding along the slit and jittering to remove bad pixels. A complete description of the observation and data reduction technique can be found in Romon et al. (2001) . Wavelength calibration has been performed using helium, HgCd, and argon lamp spectra. Finally, Chiron's spectra have been corrected for the telluric and solar contributions, using solar analog spectra: optical spectra have been corrected using G3V-star HD 1835, and IR spectra have been corrected using C-type asteroids.
Results

Photometric measurements
BVRI and JHK magnitudes of Chiron have been measured from each imaging frame. Results are given in Table 2 . Due to strong field crowding, aperture correction has been applied to most images (see Barucci et al. 2000) , so that the measured magnitudes do not account for the total flux of Chiron. All the results shown in Table 2 were obtained using an aperture size of 1.4 . For a few V images, measurements of the magnitude corresponding to the total flux of Chiron could be performed, giving an estimate of the loss flux amounting to about 10% of the total flux.
No significant changes could be found in the magnitude measurements. Our data follow the general behaviour of the lightcurve published by Marcialis & Buratti (1993) .
On 13 June 2001, the mean apparent magnitude was m V = 16.10 ± 0.02, corresponding to an absolute magnitude H V = 5.95 ± 0.02, using g = 0.70 as determined by Bus et al. (1989) . The phase angle effects can be neglected since the phase angle was very small (0.7
• ) at the time of our observations. The determination of H V gives an indication of Chiron's activity level. Chiron's activity reached a maximum in October 1988 (H V = 5.64, Hartmann et al. 1990 ). Its activity level has decreased since 1988, to reach H V = 6.74 in 1997 (Davies et al. 1998 
Surface brightness profile
In order to confirm the highly active state of Chiron, we have computed surface brightness profiles. For each of the three V − B − V − R − V − I − V imaging sequences, we have obtained four V frames that were averaged with respect to the apparent motion of the object. The three resulting images will be referred as V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 . Using the V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 frames, we obtained surface brightness profiles of Chiron. We compared Chiron's profile to an average stellar profile. This stellar profile is the average profile of about 40 stars. Chiron's profile clearly Fig. 1 . V 1 combined frame. Orientation conventions, and slit orientation are superimposed on the frame. Since the phase angle is small, the Sun direction is roughly aligned with the observer direction. The slit is oriented along the object's motion. This extracted frame is 12 wide.
diverges from the stellar profile, showing evidence for the presence of a resolved coma. On combined frames, a slight asymmetric shape of the coma could be distinguished (see Fig. 1 Figure 2 shows the profiles computed from the V 1 frame, integrated on 90
• centred on four preferred directions (NESW). Figure 1 indicates the angular conventions, superimposed on the V 1 combined frame. The signal from Chiron's coma is stronger on frames (1) and (3). It is lower on frame (4), accounting for the bump around 4 which is due to bad star subtraction. The signal from Chiron's coma is below the noise level in frame (2). Profiles computed from frames V 2 and V 3 give similar results, but with lower signal-to-noise ratio due to larger seeing. The signal from the coma is above noise level up to 6 -radius.
The shape of the coma appears to be slightly asymmetric: the coma is roughly oriented along the North-South direction. Luu & Jewitt (1990) detected an elongated coma in the antisolar direction, and suggested that it was due to radiation pressure effects on micron-sized grains. Meech & Belton (1990) also noticed an extended coma in the antisolar direction. However, Fulle (1994) suggested that the asymmetry of the coma could be explained by nucleus rotation. Within our work, the phase angle is very small (0.7
• ), so that it is difficult to detect any elongation of the coma in the solar/antisolar direction.
Using a least-square method, we have computed the slope of the surface brightness profile defined by s = dB/d log p were B is the surface brightness in flux/arcsec 2 and p is the projected distance from the nucleus (in arcsec). Within the 1.8−6.0 range, we found s −2, which is smaller than expected from a steady-state coma (−1 ≥ s ≥ −1.5, Jewitt & Meech 1987) . Such steep profiles have already been noticed by several authors (Luu & Jewitt 1990; Meech & Belton 1990) , who have suggested that they are due to outburst activity. This is only a rough determination of the slope s, since we have measured the surface brightness profile within a small extension range.
Dust production rate
In order to compare dust production rates from different comets, A 'Hearn et al. (1984) introduced the A f ρ parameter (in cm), which is defined as:
where A is the albedo, f is the filling factor of grains within the chosen aperture, and ρ is the projected aperture size (in cm) used to measure the coma flux. ∆ is the geocentric distance (in cm), R h is the heliocentric distance (in AU), m coma is the magnitude of the coma, and m sun is the solar magnitude at 1 AU. We have measured the flux from the coma by extrapolating the surface brightness profile of the coma through the nucleus vicinity. We have used two different values for the slope s (s = −1.5 and s = −2.5) since our estimate of the slope is very approximate. We have then computed an estimate of A f ρ, that would range between 3600 cm (for s = −1.5) and 12 000 cm (for s = −2.5).
Measurements of A f ρ have been obtained for Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (2900 cm at 6.2 AU, Jorda 1995), and Hale-Bopp (50 000 cm at 7 AU, Schleicher et al. 1997) . Activity in distant comets is expected to be mainly driven by CO sublimation, whereas other volatile compounds (e.g. N 2 ) could also be present (see discussion in Bus et al. 2001) . Biver et al. (2002) found that the CO production rate in Hale-Bopp was proportional to R −2 h . In order to compare Chiron to SW1 and Hale-Bopp, we assumed that the dust production rate has the same behaviour as the one for CO, and estimated A f ρ at 1 AU. We obtained 4 × 10 5 −1.4 × 10 6 cm, 1.1 × 10 5 cm, and 2 × 10 6 cm, for Chiron, SW1, and Hale-Bopp respectively.
A f ρ is directly related to the dust production rate by:
where C is a function of the grain size distribution, the dust velocity, the grain density, the geometric albedo of the grain, and a phase factor (Jorda 1995) . We have neglected grain size distribution, and assumed that the mean grain size is 1 µm (small grains of 1-µm size strongly contribute to the flux at 500 nm).
We have used 15 m s −1 for the dust grain velocity, following modelling attempts by Fulle (1994 and personal communication) . We have also assumed a geometric albedo of 0.04, and a phase factor of 1 (since the observations were performed at small phase angle, and Chiron is a distant target). The dust production rate would be included in the range 7-23 kg s −1 .
Chiron spectra
The spectroscopic data reduction technique has been described in Sect. 2. In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, the spectral resolution has been degraded to 150 in the optical range and 250 in the NIR range. The signal-to-noise ratio of the final spectra ranges between 70 and 100 depending on the wavelength. Optical spectra are shown in Fig. 3 and they do not show any significant features. We checked that the increase of the slope beyond 0.8 µm is not due to airmass effects or instrumental effects. Since there is no other spectrum of Chiron published at these wavelengths, we cannot check the validity of this spectral behaviour. NIR spectra are shown in Fig. 4 . There are no obvious water ice absorption features. The three J, SH, and SK segments are adjusted together using the average J − H and J − K colors. Slight changes appear in the K spectra. However, considering the noise level and the rotational phase of each spectrum (using Fig. 3 . Optical spectra of Chiron. The spectra have been normalized at 0.55 µm, and the upper spectrum has been shifted by 1 for clarity. The feature around 0.76 µm is due to bad correction of atmospheric features. the lightcurve from Marcialis & Buratti 1993) , these changes would not be significant. An absorption at wavelengths higher or equal to 2.25 µm is present in all three spectra. Comparable absorptions have been detected in spectra of other outer solar system objects: Hale-Bopp when it was still at 7 AU from the Sun (Davies et al. 1997) , other Centaurs and some TNOs (M.E. Brown, unpublished data), but no identification of the component(s) responsible for this absorption has ever been made.
We could not combine the visible part with the NIR part of Chiron's spectrum, since the contribution of the coma in the visible range is stronger than in the NIR range (for dust grains of 1 µm). The contribution of the coma in the spectrum is also different from the one in magnitude measurements, mainly because the slit is oriented perpendicularly to the preferred direction of the coma (Fig. 1) . Thus the visible and NIR parts of the spectrum cannot be adjusted together due to two main reasons: (i) the absolute calibration of the spectrum using the magnitude measurements would not be correct, and (ii) a combined Visible + NIR spectrum is meaningless since the contribution of the coma is stronger in the visible part than in the NIR part.
Conclusion
The major results of this work are that (i) an activity outburst occurred at Chiron around 13 June 2001, (ii) no water ice absorption feature could be seen in NIR spectra. The lack of water ice absorption bands together with the high activity level of Chiron confirm the hypothesis made by Luu et al. (2000) : the detection of water ice in Chiron spectra would be correlated with its cometary activity level.
The absolute magnitude measurement shows that Chiron was at a high activity level in June 2001, that had not been reached for 10 years. Accounting for the estimate by Bauer et al. (2001) , Chiron could even have been as active as in 1988.
